Wellness Elements
Creating Environments For You

Innovative. Flexible. Reliable.

Using CNC machinery/ fabrication technology, and integrating
modern building materials, high-performance products can
be manufactured accurately, on time and within budget.
Manufacturing of single component wellness seating profiles
and highly complex multi-faceted structures is our craft.
Efficient planning, creative design, and our ambition to
produce environments that make a difference is at the core
of PCS.

Creating Environments For You
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PCS Services & Products
Since 2003 we have been producing bespoke thermally
insulating materials for the construction industry. Specialising
in reinforced cement coated EPS and XPS products.
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Bespoke Spa Structures
Manufactured from high-density EPS and XPS polystyrene
with a specially formulated, reinforced cementitious surface
coating. PCS have manufactured for our Industry Partners
various spa structures including hammam’s, steam rooms,
caldarium’s & tepidarium’s etc.
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Your Ideas, Your Design
Whether it’s off the shelf seating or a structure with complex
geometric forms, we work closely with customers to ensure
the product is engineered and manufactured accurately and
to specification. Installing PCS elements and structures is
easy, due to a robust lightweight core as the main structural
element.

PCS Innovation in Manufacturing
PCS is the UK’s premier manufacturer of thermal
construction panels, wellness structures, seating
profiles, & associated spa elements. Our manufacturing
facility produces an extensive range of products, such
as thermal tile backer boards, wellness structures
such as steam rooms, tepidarium’s, hammam’s etc.
and include complex geometrical elements such as
relaxation loungers, spa seating profiles, hot tubs,
and hydrotherapy pools. Our thermal products are
fabricated using a high-density insulation foam as
the core material, onto which PCS apply a fibreglass
reinforced cement coating. All our products are
designed for the application of final decorative
surface finishing materials such as tiles, flexible
render and lime based plasters. Our products offer
the customer an efficient and effective solution
covering a wide range of applications within the
construction and wellness industries. Our products
are fully tested for use across a diverse range of
applications and are specified and installed on
projects worldwide.
Our dedicated team of engineers and technicians
have a wealth of knowledge and experience
gained in construction applications and
manufacturing.
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Our Wellness / Spa design and fabrication teams are
dedicated to providing customers with high-performance
solutions. We aim to form long term supply partnerships
with specialist pool designers and wellness concept
specialists, to provide “best in industry” support and
service for our range of standard “off the shelf” and
individually made wellness structures. If it is a single
bathroom bench or a highly complex wellness centre,
we can help.

Our CAD designers liaise with the customer to gain a
clear understanding of the specific project requirements.
Once a draft is approved, our CAD team issue a full set of
comprehensive drawings for client approval before fabrication
begins.

Standard Spa Structures
Manufactured from high-density EPS and XPS polystyrene
with a specially formulated, reinforced cementitious surface
coating. PCS have developed a range of standard spa/
wellness pods versatile enough to meet the requirements of
many .
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With our vast experience creating various spa experience
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The Vision
To be recognised as the UK’s premier manufacturer
of high-performance thermally insulating construction
panels, spa profiles, and wellness structures and
elements for use within the construction and wellness
industries. We will achieve this with high standards in
quality control, innovative product development and
technical training to industry professionals.
We will ensure that flexibility of service is maintained to
meet the changing demands, enabling us to respond
swiftly to support our customer needs. We are dedicated
to building long term, trusting business partnerships.

We manufacture a standard range of round and spiral tileable
shower enclosures. However, we can also co-develop some
truly remarkable free-standing and built in shower experiences
as we have done many times for our existing partnerships.
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Our XPS and EPS materials are especially suited to the
retention of heat, making them the perfect material for the
manufacturing of thermally efficient swimming & Spa pools.
They significantly reduce running costs and the need to
constantly heat or cool the pool, ultimately proving to be more
friendlier to the environment.
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Benefits & Uses

Energy Saving

The Polyfab Building Blocks

Lightweight

4mm - 80mm
Sheets

Creating Environments For You

Using lightweight, thermally efficient fabrication materials, our wellness components are cut, sliced, scalloped, trimmed, and moulded
using the latest CNC technology. All products within our wellness range are manufactured from high-density EPS and XPS polystyrene,
which provides a structure with a minimum compressive strength of 300kPa. The specific technical performance of the polystyrene
used in each component depends on its geometric design and application requirements.
Regardless of the polystyrene specification, each structure has excellent thermal insulation properties, high-compressive strength
and fabricated with dimensional accuracy. All products are coated with a factory applied cement-based coating which has been
developed to provide an extremely hard, durable surface. The special coating provides an excellent substrate for the application of all
tile types and is compatible with most proprietary cement-based adhesives and thin bed flexible render systems.

Wellness Products fabricated with an XPS core
Thermally
Insulating

Waterproof

High Compressive
Strength

Wellness structures, vitality spas, DeltaBoard etc. have a structural core manufactured from extruded polystyrene (XPS) with a
minimum compressive rating of 300kPa.

Cementitious Hard Coat
Reinforcement Mesh
Cementitious Adhesive
Tile Ready Surface

Render & Plaster
Ready Surface

Euroclass E
Fire Rating

Rigid Foam Core

Wellness Products fabricated with an EPS core
Complex geometrical profiles such as seating and relaxation loungers, have a structural core manufactured from expanded polystyrene
(EPS) with a minimum compressive rating of 300 kPa.

Cementitious Hard Coat
Complex Forms

Suitable for
Spa & Pools

Reinforcement Mesh

Internal & External Use

Cementitious Adhesive
Rigid Foam Core
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Creating Environments For You

We are here for you ,
making your concepts
a reality . . .

. . . taking your concepts
into co - development . . .
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. . . through communication
and expert planning . . .

. . . 3D visualisations and
photo realistic renders . . .

. . . comprehensive instructions
a bespoke modular system . . .
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PCS Wellness Fabrication

PCS Wellness Fabrication
PCS provide a fabrication service to support the specialist wellness concept developer. PCS have been manufacturing individually
designed wellness structures and profiles since 2003. Through collaboration with specialist wellness designers and developers, PCS
have been involved with many industry leading wellness projects in the UK and Europe. PCS wellness products are incredibly robust
and easy to assemble. Our expertise and experience make PCS the perfect fabrication partner for your wellness project. Many of
today’s construction projects have demanding time constraints which can result in costly contractual penalties should the project
not complete on time. Working to approved drawings and critical technical specifications as per clients’ requirements, PCS wellness
structures are fabricated in our factory where our technicians carry out final quality checks before the structure is despatched. PCS
wellness structures ensure that build time on site is significantly reduced when compared to building structures with traditional
construction materials. PCS structures, spa elements, and profiles significantly reduce many of the quality concerns and time
restrictive issues that all contractors are challenged with during on-site installation.
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Bespoke Two Tier Seating Profile.
See Detail for heights. All Steam
Room Seating Bases to be hollow
to allow for services.
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PCS Ceiling Profiles
PCS ceiling structures are unique – each one
manufactured to customer’s specific dimensions
and design. The structures which are usually
supplied as modular panels can vary greatly. All
ceiling structures are manufactured from highdensity EPS and have a factory applied reinforced
cementitious coating. Due to their incredibly low
weight, there is very little imposed loading to
supporting walls or columns.

Creating
EnvironmentsFor
ForYou
You
Creating
Environments

Dome

Elliptical Barrel

PCS ceilings are impressive structures that create
enviable character. From stylish barrel panels to
complex multi ribbed lancet groin vault ceilings, we
can cover your project with impressive style.

Elliptical Dome

Arched Vault

Barrelled

Barrelled Groin Vault

PCS Here for you
At the heart of PCS is good clear communication, honesty, and transparency.
Keeping our customers updated throughout all stages of development, production,
and fabrication is essential. We believe in building long term partnerships, giving
customers reassurance and confidence, achieved through continuous reliability
and performance.

Lancet Arch Vault

Lancet Groin Vault
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Wellness Pods

Creating Environments For You

We are here for you ,

Pod layout with
door option

Sloped Roof Pod

Glass doors optional

Pod layout with
screen option

Lightweight, Modular Systems for Easy Installation

Hampshire Seating Profile

Modular, Lightweight System Perfected Since 2003

Each pod is manufactured using thermally efficient XPS and EPS materials, ideal for projects that require a quick
and simple solution. Each pod is available with a choice of sloped or barrelled roof design, available in a range
of different sizes to meet most requirements. They have been developed to be modular, lightweight, and selfsupporting ready for the application of tiles or flexible render system.
Each pod is manufactured in our factory to high-quality standards and are assembled, checked and disassembled
into kit form prior to dispatch. Each pod is supplied with a fixing kit (sealant, screws and washers, expanding
foam, fleece tape and waterproofing paste etc.) to ensure you have all the materials necessary for a trouble-free
installation. Each pod comes with comprehensive fixing instructions and assembly details to ensure a professional
long-lasting installation.
06
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Wellness Pods

Creating Environments For You

Barrelled Roof Pod
Pod layout with
door option

Glass doors optional

Pod layout with
screen option

Lightweight, Modular Systems for Easy Installation

Buckingham Seating Profile

Modular, Lightweight System Perfected Since 2003

Each pod is supplied with an aluminium base rail to ensure a solid, self-supporting structure. Sloped or barrelled
ceilings enable the condensation from steam to flow towards walls and not simply fall onto the individual below.
Voided seating profiles also enable the concealment of necessary pipes and services.
It's small but simple details like these that come from years of experience, accommodating the requirements of
numerous specialists in the spa and wellness Industry. Experience that has been re-invested into our standard and
bespoke products, in turn producing trouble free installations for both simple and complex projects.
By giving attention to the small details, and continually developing our products and manufacturing procedures,
our customers can be assured that our products won't let them down.
06
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Spa Seating

Creating Environments For You

Buckingham
Mitred Seat
L0015M

Return End Large (Left)
L0035 (LH)

Radius Corner
L0032

Return End Small (Left)
L0036 (LH)

PCS provide a high-spec fabrication service to the wellness industry
and work closely with designers, architects, developers, and specialist
producers of wellness environments. It is through overcoming technical
restrictions and accepting the challenges of complex design, that PCS have
gained its trustworthy and reliable reputation as the primary manufacturer
of wellness structures and spa elements. PCS wellness elements provide
the professional wellness developer, the resources to source individually
designed wellness structures/spa elements, hot tubs, relaxation loungers
etc. manufactured specifically to meet their client requirements. PCS
wellness elements and structures are supplied as modular units that are
easy and quick to install.

PCS Seating Profiles

Birmingham

Cambridge
Round Armrest
L0038

Square Armrest
L0037

Cheshire

Hampshire
Complete Seat Section
L0015

Return End Large (Right)
L0035 (RH)

Return End Small (Right)
L0036 (RH)

All options shown above and below are available throughout
our seating profile range

Lincoln

Lincoln

Service Void
Mitred Seat Section
L0225M

Return End Large (Left)
L0265 (LH)

Square Armrest
L0267

Complete Seat Section
L0250
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Kent

Return End Large (Right)
L0265 (RH)

Radius Corner
L0262

Return End Small (Left)
L0266 (LH)

Round Armrest
L0268

Return Small (Right)
L0266 (RH)

Reinforcement Composite Fillets
PCS spa elements and architectural profiles are manufactured using
thermally efficient, high-density polystyrene that is specially formulated for
use as a robust construction material. PCS spa elements and architectural
profile range is extensive and varies greatly in form from standard modular
seating units through to complex multi radii ceiling structures. PCS elements
and profiles have a specially formulated cementitious reinforced surface
coating that is ready to receive a final decorative finish such as tiles, flexible
render or lime plaster finishes.

The Future of
“ Shaping
the Wellness Industry

”

PCS profiles are ergonomically shaped components that offer stunning
looks with great comfort. Designed and manufactured for use with an
endless range of tiles, the final appearance is simply unique.

Oxford

Sussex

Warwick

York

16
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PCS Bespoke Seating Profiles

Creating Environments For You

Designed just for you
PCS promote good clear communication, honesty and transparency. We believe it is
essential to keep customers updated throughout all stages of development, production
and fabrication. Regular communication with the customer is essential for the necessary
design and technical requirements to be considered. We believe in building long term
partnerships, giving customers reassurance and confidence that can only be achieved
through continuous reliability and performance.
PCS wellness elements, profiles and spa structures can and do vary in size, shape,
technical specification, and complexity. Most wellness projects are unique and can
have many complex factors to consider.
PCS wellness elements, spa profiles and seating are usually supplied as modular
elements that are easy to install on site. However, for smaller projects where access
is not restricted, it is possible to supply a fully assembled wellness unit when required.
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PCS Spa Loungers

Creating
EnvironmentsFor
ForYou
You
Creating
Environments

Spa loungers are ergonomically designed for maximum comfort, making it easy
to achieve a natural, restorative recline and comforting, dreamlike experience.
These stunning loungers are a fantastic addition to any commercial or even
domestic spa project.

Devon

Depending on design PCS loungers can be supplied with an internal heating
system that delivers even heat throughout the lounger. As a result, they can
perfectly complement additional wellness treatments such as thermotherapy
and can be easily controlled with a thermostatic controller.
Alternatively, they can be fitted with flexible pipework which allows connection
to your existing water heating system. Ideal for hotels, wellness spas, or home
pools, once tiled they are stylish, strong and durable.

Dorset

The warmth from a heated lounger is a gentle heat that emanates through the
tiled surface. This soothing sensation provides a relaxing experience unlike
anything else. Many resort spas use heated loungers as a place for guests to
relax between treatments. With an ergonomic surface, PCS loungers provide
an incredibly comforting and relaxing experience to unwind from the stresses
of the day.
Somerset

Designed just for you
Choose from three prefabricated styles or elevate your installation to a
new level with a bespoke spa lounger design, which can be provided via a
consultation process with our design team.
Stylish and comfortable, the standard PCS relaxation loungers offer an
endless choice of finishes with tiles to compliment the design aesthetic of your
spa environment. Creating a unique, and undeniably beautiful result. PCS
relaxation loungers are uncompromisingly indulgent.

Dorset

Devon
19

Picture shows bespoke lounger

Bespoke

Somerset
23
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Heated Lounger Options

Devon

Creating Environments For You

Designed with comfort in mind, PCS heated loungers are the perfect addition for poolside reclining, spa treatments or simply to relax
upon in your garden. Our range of loungers are available with the option of factory fitted heating systems which can be integrated into
existing site services. The units can be supplied with an electric heating wiring loom and thermostatic controls or fitted with flexible
pipework for connection to an existing underfloor water heating system.

Product ID

Description

Overall Size

M0080

Devon Standard Lounger

1865 x 730 x 934mm

M0090

Devon Lounger including Barrier Pipe for Water System

1865 x 730 x 934mm

M0100

Devon Lounger including Electric Heating Loom

1865 x 730 x 934mm

Dorset

Picture shows Bespoke Lounger
finished in Corian
Product ID

Description

Overall Size

M0040
M0050

Dorset Standard Lounger
Dorset Lounger including Barrier Pipe for Water System

1965 x 730 x 846mm
1965 x 730 x 846mm

M0060

Dorset Lounger including Electric Heating Loom

1965 x 730 x 846mm

Somerset

Product ID

Description

Overall Size

M0010

Somerset Standard Lounger

1965 x 730 x 846mm

M0020

Somerset Lounger including Barrier Pipe for Water System
Somerset Lounger including Electric Heating Loom

1965 x 730 x 846mm

M0030
21

1965 x 730 x 846mm
www.pcsboard.com
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Creating Environments For You

PCS Bespoke Shower Enclosures
Manufacturing for spa and wellness since 2003, PCS has a wealth of experience in creating bespoke shower
experience environments. As bespoke wellness manufacturers, we liaise with industry partners, designers, and
installers to meet their specific requirements. This symbiosis with designers and installers is fundamental to our
business ethos.

PCS shower enclosures are manufactured using, thermally
efficient, high-density polystyrene that is specially formulated
for use as a robust construction material. Our spa elements
and architectural profile range is extensive and varies greatly
in form, from the creation of simple modular units through
to highly complex structures. PCS shower enclosures,
spa elements and profiles have a specially formulated
cementitious reinforced surface coating ready to receive
a final decorative finish such as tiles, and flexible render
systems.

PCS Round Enclosures
CNC machined panels are manufactured from solid
polystyrene and coated with a special polymermodified reinforced cement coating. Each enclosure
is supplied as a modular unit that is rigid, robust
and easy to install. A concealed service void for the
secure fixing of water pipes and mixer valves is
built within the panelling. Simply erect the panels,
waterproof the joints, install your shower hardware
and tile. Controlled and dimensionally accurate
panels manufactured to specific curves and
radii. Conventional materials such as concrete
and blocks usually mean a compromise in the
surface finish. With a PCS enclosure “curved”
means “precision curved.”
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Lightweight, Modular Systems for Easy Installation
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Creating Environments For You

Thermal Spa Pools

PCS Spa Pools & Hot Tubs

PCS work with many professionals within the spa, wellness, and leisure industry. Our manufacturing experience in the
wellness industry includes the fabrication of individually designed hot tubs, swim spas, and hydrotherapy pools. Vitality spas,
hot tubs, and hydrotherapy pools are fabricated using the same robust materials used in the manufacturing of PCS wellness
structures and spa elements. High-performance materials that include high-density XPS and EPS profiles coated with a
cement reinforced coating and specialist waterproofing materials, are specifically chosen to provide a high-performance
product.
The choices for jet configuration, lighting, and water features, that can be included into the structure are discussed
before fabrication begins with the wellness designer/specialist and are incorporated into the design to suit the clients’
requirements. The unique specification, size and shape for the spa can be manufactured to requirements. In addition,
endless possibilities for tile finishes provides a truly beautiful one-of-a-kind spa customer experience.
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The thermal
benefits of the
PCS IPP Pool System
maintain comfortable
water temperatures at
greatly reduced running costs.

REV. 03

Significant Running Cost Reductions with PCS Pool
Insulation

www.pcsboard.com
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PCS Ltd
Hemfield Court,
Makerfield Way,
Ince,
Wigan,
WN2 2PR

Tel: +44 (0) 1942 820131
Web: www.pcsboard.com

